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Reduce your Cloud storage and shared storage needs
and related network bandwidth needs by 50%.
Upload, download and synchronize your files two
times faster.

What our customers say:
As soon as Z-OptimiZr was
deployed, it started delivering
impressive volume savings and
performance improvements.
Z-OptimiZr is fully automatic
and transparent, thus there was
no need for any user education.
MS Office file and picture file
native optimization features are
like magic! The average volume
savings are far over 60% and the
rendering quality of the original
files is fully preserved.
Files stored in the Cloud are now
uploaded and downloaded two
times faster.
All this with being 100%
transparent for the consumers of
the files (even if they do not have
Z-OptimiZr installed), since the
optimized files remain in their
original format!
Z-OptimiZr
enables
us
to
provide our cloud users with a
transparent encryption layer for
their confidential files.
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Encrypt all confidential files stored in the Cloud,
transparently.
Each time a user drag-drops or copy-pastes files in Microsoft
OneDrive, IBM Box, Google Drive, Dropbox, SharePoint WebDAV
folders, network folders or even local folders (depending on product parameters), Z-OptimiZr for Cloud Storage automatically and
transparently reduces the size of these files by performing on-the-fly
native XML optimization (for all Microsoft Office XML files like DOCX,
PPTX, XLSX, VSDX etc.) and native image optimization (for JPG, GIF,
PNG, BMP, EMF, WMF, TIF and TIFF files). Transparent Zip compression / decompression can also be used with the other file types
(based on product parameters).
Z-OptimiZr also includes innovative and powerful strong encryption
features and PDF conversion features.
The automatic optimization and compression processes take place
locally, in real time, before the files even reach their target folder
and thus, before the files are uploaded to the target storage service,
saving your network bandwidth and accelerating the upload of the
files. Additionally, all Z-OptimiZr features can also be used in batch
mode on existing folders and files.
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With a unique set of very powerful and innovative volume reduction, encryption and PDF conversion features, full transparency
and ease of deployment, Z-OptimiZr for Cloud Storage is a unique
and unchallenged volume reduction, acceleration and encryption
solution for all cloud storage services, private cloud storage, shared
folders, file servers and even local drives and folders.
Z-OptimiZr for Cloud Storage benefits of our 20-year experience
and continuous innovation in messaging and collaboration platform
optimization and encryption solutions, and of our wide international
customer base creativity and feedback.

